For immediate release
The Satanic Temple of Detroit demands inclusion of discrimination policy transparency in
MI-RFRA bill
In a preemptive response MI’s proposed “religious discrimination” bill, The Satanic Temple of Detroit
demands an amendment to the Michigan Religious Freedom and Restoration Act legally requiring
businesses to openly display their discrimination policies up-front.
In response to Michigan’s proposed Religious Freedom Restoration Act Bill -- legislation widely
criticized for legalizing discriminatory practices in the name of “religious freedom” -- The Satanic
Temple (TST) of Detroit has started a petition to urge the state senate to consider adding an
amendment that would legally require businesses who accommodate the public to post any
discrimination policy in effect in a conspicuous location visible to patrons and employees. The group is
also offering store front signs that openly state the discrimination policies of the business or service for
those who would like to voluntarily participate. Jex Blackmore of TST’s Executive Ministry and Detroit
Chapter Director explains, “Not only would such signs help save time and embarrassment for those
who might otherwise go into a place of business and find themselves unwelcome, but they would also
prove helpful to those of us who disagree with discriminatory policies in general. We will wish to take
our own business elsewhere, whether the policies directly exclude us or not.”
Last month, when it was revealed that a pediatrician at Eastlake Pediatrics in Roseville, MI refused to
treat an infant so as to uphold the religious right to discriminate against the infant’s lesbian mothers,
The Satanic Temple was appalled both by the flagrant bigotry as well as the waste of time and effort
the episode imposed upon the mothers. According to the mothers, they had picked out their
pediatrician months in advance of finally being informed of the pediatrician’s prejudice. “It would be
better for everybody involved if businesses and services were completely transparent regarding their
positions on discrimination,” Blackmore explains, “We have signs available online for print-up that both
allow for businesses to specify who they discriminate against, or, if they have a non-discrimination
policy in effect. Patrons do not deserve to endure the distress, humiliation and inconvenience
associated with being refused service by a public business in their communities. Instead, business
owners should assume the responsibility of communicating their biases publicly.”
Responding to concerns that such signs would serve to foster a Jim Crow era environment, The Satanic
Temple’s co-founder and national spokesperson, Lucien Greaves, states, “I’ll be happy if people
generally recognize that parallel. The shame of this encroaching regression of Civil Rights belongs with
the bigoted simple minds who practice discrimination in a notion of religious liberty, not on those of us
who ask it to be recognized for what it is.”
The petition sponsored by The Satanic Temple of Detroit is available online, the group’s business
signage is also available on their website, and intends a business-to-business campaign of sign
delivery should MI-RFRA pass.

	
  

